Enel Foundation
Overview on activities

Enel Foundation
Knowledge platform for a clean energy future (see video)

Enel Foundation….
We are an
independent nonprofit
organization focused
on supporting the
global energy
transition and on
contributing to a more
sustainable future.

….Knowledge
platform to help
win the race for a
clean energy
future

Clean energy for a
sustainable future.

Focus on research
and education.

At the Intersection of
business and society

We envision a sustainable
future – resilient and equal
– boosted by quality
education and an
enlightened self-interest by
the business community.

Enel Foundation forges
partnerships with preeminent experts and
institution across the globe,
leveraging the tremendous
knowledge of our
Founders.

We operate at the
intersection of business
and society.

The future we want is
powered by affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern electricity smartly
distributed to all.

Our research explores
future scenarios and helps
define policy and
regulation opportunities.
Our multi flag educational
programs benefit talents in
the scientific and
institutional realms.

By engaging institutions
and governments, thought
leaders and civil society
representatives, industry
experts and academia.
We are a non-profit
organization seeking to
converge with likeminded
actors determined to
solving global challenges
to ensure a sustainable
future for all.

Enel Foundation fundamentals
Click to see Video
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Knowledge
platform for
a clean
energy
future

Fundamental
trends with global
relevance (e.g.
Decentralization,
Digitalization,
Decarbonization)

1.

Frequent interactions with top
management and colleagues to
identify challenges & opportunities
for research and education

Outcome

2.

Understanding trends implications in the
energy domain focusing on four major
enablers of a clean energy future.

3.

Supporting Group’s ecosystem providing
scientific stimulus to the international and
local debate, enrich academia research
agenda and support strategy definition.

Enel Foundation deliverables
Focusing on the interconnection between climate change and energy transition

Research
Research with direct impact on the
energy transition processes going
at regional/country level.

Education
Multi
flag
education
and
scholarships programs focused on
talents in the scientific, business
and and institutional realms.

Knowledge Partnerships
Structured relationship with renown
public and private sectors players
for disseminating research.
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An enhancement of country indicators: assessing
well-being, energy transition and climate risk
• The 2021 Risk Map (developed by the Italian Export Agency) is an essential tool in helping Italian
enterprises to sensibly orient themselves when investing in international markets
• EF has explored suitable ways to evolve country risks and developed - in cooperation with the Italian
Export Agency - a new methodology by integrating in the 2021 Risk Map three fundamental
dimensions, namely:
 The Wealth Distribution indicator putting together indicators on demography, equality, health,
education and labor
 The Climate Change Risk indicator to monitor the main climatic risks (e.g., high temperatures,
hydrogeological fragility, and wind) and the related socio-environmental impacts
 The Energy Transition indicator (based on emissions, energy mix, efficiency and electrification
indicators) measures the progress and geopolitical effects of the conversion to a new energy mix, as
a resilience factor, in a context characterized by the fall in the price of oil, and the rise of renewable
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